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Abstract 

This paper reports on the attempt by the authors to establish a novel non-destructive testing 

protocol in detecting the presence and location of subsurface defects, such as voids or de-

laminations, in sandwich composites. The work performed was based on the premise that the 

presence of a defect in a composite structure would affect its modal frequencies, when subjected 

to vibratory excitation. Experiments were carried out using various types of sandwich 

composites fashioned as built in cantilever beams which were perturbed by airborne vibrations. 

As predicted by a parametric finite element analysis the modal frequencies of the cantilever were 

modestly affected by the presence of a defect, however its position along the length of the beam 

could not easily be determined. For comparison purposes the same cantilever specimens were 

subjected to thermal excitation and inspected using a portable digital shearography system. As 

expected the presence and location of the defects were readily and vividly identified.    

 

1.   Introduction 

       This paper reports on an attempt by the authors to use vibration measurements as a large 

area non-destructive testing technique in establishing the reliability of composite materials 

structures.   It is a feasibility study aimed at establishing the degree of influence that de-

laminations have on the modal frequencies of the component under test and possibly reveal the 

location of the defects. The results are compared with those obtained using Shearography which 

is a NDT technique fairly well established and capable in detecting and locating such defects.   

The significance of damage in composite materials is widely dealt with in the literature. 

Cantwell and Morton
(1)

 for example have presented a fairly comprehensive review of both 

destructive and non-destructive techniques used for detecting and characterizing defects and 

damage in composite materials. Structural health diagnosis by vibration measurement and 

analysis has been used in the past in industry for the detection of defects, for example in 

revolving parts of machines reported by K Debray at al
(2)

. Attempts to detect porosity in 

materials used in the aerospace industry by means of the analysis of C-scan images were 

reported by E. Bozzi at al
(3)

.  

Optical non-destructive testing techniques are also featured as suitable methods for detecting 

defects that arise either during the manufacturing process, which may result in the introduction 

of unwanted voids, de-bonds, resin-rich areas and inclusions, or damage and general material 
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degradation such as cracks, delaminations etc. that can occur during the in-service operation. 

Infrared Thermography work as reported for example by
(4,5)

, and laser based nondestructive 

inspection techniques which includes Holographic Interferometry, Electronic Speckle Pattern 

Interferometry (ESPI) and Shearography
(6)

 are considered as special NDT methods that have 

quite few characteristics in common; they are non-invasive or non-contact, can be applied to a 

very wide range of materials, are able to inspect a whole field at once, they yield results in 

almost real time and are capable of fairly high measurements’ sensitivity. However they do 

employ high value components resulting in relatively expensive systems, while on the other hand 

inexpensive PVDF (PolyVinyliDeneFluoride) sensors coupled to an ordinary laboratory 

oscilloscope to measure natural frequencies presents an attractive proposition  

 

2.   Analysis of the problem and methodology 

       The basis of the feasibility study being reported here lies in the assumption that the modal 

frequencies of a defect free sandwich composite structure’s (skin, core, skin) model would differ 

from those exhibited by an identical model that contained a defect such as a de-lamination. 

Furthermore there exists a possibility that, aside from the indication of the presence of a defect, 

its location might be identifiable related to the measured frequency difference.  

 The cantilever beam (a beam clamped at one end and free at the other) was chosen as the 

geometry of the model to test the premises, because of its simplicity and its well known modal 

frequencies behavior as described by the available classical analytical solutions. The cantilever 

geometry allows simple non-contact vibratory excitation and attaching a sensor near the built in 

end is not problematic. A piezoelectric polymer sensor such as a PVDF sensor is a flexible, thin 

and lightweight plastic which can be attached to a structure without altering its mechanical 

behavior. It requires no external power source, behaves like a dynamic strain gauge and its 

frequency response is free of any limitations. Results of modal frequency responses from a 

defect free composite sandwich cantilever beam and those from a beam containing a de-

lamination at various positions along its length could be predicted through FEA modeling and 

the results validated experimentally. Subsequent to validation further FEA results could be 

obtained for a number of material combinations (making up the sandwich composite cantilever 

beam) without necessitating repeated tedious and expensive experimental testing.   

 The objective of the analysis and experiments was to determine the natural frequencies of 

the beam of constant cross section which can vibrate theoretically at infinite number of modes.  

In our case we chose to investigate the first five modes of vibration. Each mode of vibration has 

its own natural frequency which can be obtain by the following simple formula
(7)

: 

 

                                                             Ω1 = C1 [EI/mL4]1/2 .……………………………………………….(1) 

Where Ω1 is the natural frequency of mode one in (rad./sec); C1 = 3.526 is the constant for the 
first mode; hence equation one above with C2 = 22.03 as the constant for the second mode, 
C3 = 61.7 for the third mode etc.; E is the Young’s modulus of the beam (N/m2); I is the area 
moment of inertia of the cross section of the beam (m4); m is the mass per unit length of 
the beam (kg/m); L is the effective length of the beam.   
       Sandwich composite panels are made of two stiff, strong skins separated by a lightweight 

core. The separation of the skins, which actually carry the load, by a low density core, increases 



the moment of inertia of the beam with little increase in weight.  The mechanical properties of 

the sandwich depend on the core and face materials as well as the thickness of the core and skins.  

The stiffness of the beam in bending is calculated from the equivalent flexural rigidity, (EI)eq,  

which in theory assumes an equivalent Young’s modulus based on the skin and core values.  In 

essence the following equation can be used to predict the equivalent flexural rigidity of a 

sandwich composite panel 
(8)

: 

                                             EI eq. = ( Esbt
3
/6) + (Ecbc

3
/12) + (Esbtd

2
/2)……………………….. (2) 

 The first and second terms of equation 2 above describe the stiffness of the two skins/face-

sheets and the core, while the third term adds the stiffness of the skins about the centre of the 

beam; where b is the width of the beam t is the thickness of the skin, c is the thickness of the core 

and d = c+2t is the beam’s thickness.  Attempts to determine the equivalent flexural rigidity from 

values of Young’s modulus of composite materials (fiber glass, balsa wood, foam etc.) available 

in the literature proved frustrating because of the apparent disparity and ranges of values 

reported.  In order to overcome this difficulty the equivalent flexural rigidity of the sandwich 

composite beams in this work was obtained experimentally as detailed in the experimental 

procedure and results section of this paper.  Having established the (EI)eq for the defect free 

beams the equivalent Young’s modulus could easily be established by factoring out the area 
moment of inertia of the cross section of the beam.  The effect of a de-lamination (between 
the skin and core interface at various positions along the length of the beam) on the modal 
natural frequencies of the composite cantilever beam could now be predicted using the 
equivalent Young’s modulus as the required material input in the ANSYS FEA software 
package and the physical experiments.  Furthermore within the results of the modal 
frequencies, a pattern of variation in the natural frequencies could be instrumental in pin-
pointing the position of the delaminations.   

Digital Shearography is capable of revealing the presence and location of subsurface defects 

such as voids, de-bonds de-laminations etc.  It will be used as a benchmark on the results 

obtained through the vibration experiments and FEA procedure that was described in the 

preceding paragraph.  

 

 

3.   Experimental procedure and results 

 
 Sandwich composite cantilever beams were provided having the following dimensions: 

Effective length L = 280 mm, width w = 40 mm, thickness t = 12 mm with 1.0 mm  E - fibre 

glass  skins sandwiching the 10 mm core. The core materials used were (wood) balsaflex 150, 

(foam) Navicel Q80 and (plastic) Nidaplas 8 an extruded polypropylene honeycomb (hexagonal 

shape).  Attempts to establish an equivalent stiffness factor (EI)eq through equation 2 by using  

published values for the Young’s modulus, and density for the above mentioned core and skin 

materials proved unsuccessful because the range reported in the literature and manufacturer’s 

data sheets is rather large and lacks consistency.  To circumvent the problem explained above it 

was decided to attempt determining EIeq experimentally.  To that end, three cantilever specimens 

with no apparent defects were instrumented with PVDF sensors and set to vibrate freely.  The 

output of the sensors was recorded using a storage oscilloscope and analyzed to give the natural 

frequency of the first mode.  Subsequently the experimentally determined frequency was 



matched by trial and error to the predicted frequency obtained through an FEA analysis with the 

value of an equivalent Young’s modulus for the composite beam.  In other words the FEA model 

of the cantilever required input data consisting mainly of the dimensions of the beam the mass 

density, Poisson’s ratio and Young’s modulus. The mass density was simply determined by 

weighing the cantilever specimen and dividing its value by the volumetric dimensions.  The 

equivalent Young’s modulus was judged to be determined when after trial and error the predicted 

value of the first natural frequency of the cantilever matched the experimentally determined one.  

 Further experiments were carried out with cantilever specimens suitably prepared to 

exemplify beams with delaminations or voids between the skin and the core.  That was 

accomplished simply by inserting a thin blade between the core and the skin across the width of 

the beam at a single position along its length and extending it for 40 mm along the length (see 

figure 1).  Altogether there were three cantilever beams for each core material made available for 

the experiments embodying defects, each one with a single defect located either near the built in 

end (position 1, 15 mm from built in end), or near the center of its length (position 2, 105 mm 

from the built in end) or near the free end of the beam (position 3, 195 mm from the built in end).  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.  Schematic of the cantilever beam specimen 

 Following the same experimental procedure as described previously the natural frequencies 

of mode 1 of the beams containing the induced defects were established for comparison with the 

equivalent predicted values obtained through the FEA analysis of the models of the beams.  The 

FEA analysis of the models of the cantilevers containing defects was extended to obtain 

predictions of their natural frequencies for mode 2 to including mode 5.  Tables 1 to 3 depict the 

results of the experiments and FEA predictions for the beams having the balsaflex 150, Navicel 

Q80 and Nidaplas 8 cores respectively. 

 

 

TABLE 1- Balsaflex 150 Core Beam. 

 

  

Mode 

Composite Cantilever Natural Frequencies … Hz 
No Defect Defect in position 1 Defect in position 2 Defect in position 3 

Experiment FEA Experiment FEA Experiment FEA Experiment FEA 

1 87.7 87.7 84.5 83.9 88.9 88.3 88.2 89.7 

2 - 289.1 - 279.9 - 288.1 - 295.6 

3 - 543.2 - 537.1 - 543.3 - 539.3 

4 - 835.1 - 826.8 - 829.6 - 857.6 

5 - 1502.4 - 1492.0 - 1523.8 - 1482.8 

 

L x 

Position of defect 



TABLE 2- Navicel Q80 Core Beam. 

 

  

Mode 

Composite Cantilever Natural Frequencies … Hz 
No Defect Defect in position 1 Defect in position 2 Defect in position 3 

Experiment FEA Experiment FEA Experiment FEA Experiment FEA 

1 79.4 79.4 73.2 73.9 78.1 78.6 81.1 81.4 

2 - 261.8 - 246.8 - 260.5 - 268.0 

3 - 491.9 - 480.4 - 488.9 - 488.8 

4 - 756.3 - 738.4 - 744.2 - 777.3 

5 - 1360.5 - 1332.2 - 1349.0 - 1344.8 

 

 

TABLE 3- Nidaplas 8 Core Beam. 

 

  

Mode 

Composite Cantilever Natural Frequencies … Hz 
No Defect Defect in position 1 Defect in position 2 Defect in position 3 

Experiment FEA Experiment FEA Experiment FEA Experiment FEA 

1 84.6 84.6 78.9 80.9 81.2 83.7 85.3 86.6 

2 - 278.9 - 269.1 - 277.5 - 285.2 

3 - 524.0 - 518.1 - 520.8 - 520.3 

4 - 805.7 - 797.6 - 792.9 - 827.3 

5 - 1449.4 - 1439.5 - 1437.2 - 1430.6 

 

Comparison of the predicted mode 1 natural frequencies, (for the beams containing a 

defect), with the defect free (position 0 ) in figures 2, 3 and 4 proved disappointing in that 

although a difference is noted between them, which is reasonable to attribute it to the presence of 

the defect, there was no clear pattern that emerged indicating the possible position of the defect 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.  Natural frequencies of mode 1 for the balsa core beam 
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Figure 3.  Natural frequencies of mode 1 for the ‘foam’ core beam 

  

 
Figure 4.  Natural frequencies of mode 1 for the ‘plastic’ core beam 

In an effort to establish a discernible pattern that might pinpoint the position of the defect    

along the length of the cantilever beam additional FEA results for modes 2 to 5 were obtained 

with very little effort and expense. Unfortunately, as it is seen in tables 1 to 3 no clear pattern or 

trend among these results emerged either.  As an example figure 5 is presented for the modal 

frequencies of the beam that had the Navicel Q80 core sandwiched between the E glass skins.  

For ease of comparison and presentation the modal frequencies have been normalized. The 

analysis of higher or modal natural frequencies of the three types (in terms of their core material) 

cantilever beams yielded no enlightening data. 
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Figure 5.  Normalized Modal frequencies of the ‘plastic’ core beam 

       It was not possible to extract any trend in the differences of the modal frequencies of the 

beams containing a defect to those without a defect, which might be attributed to the defects 

position along the beams’ length as evidenced in the data tabulated in tables 1 to 3 and typical 

graphical representation as in figure 5.  Figure 6 is presented solely for the benefit of the reader 

envisaging the motion of the cantilever at different modal frequencies. 
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Figure 6. Motion of the Cantilever as predicted by the ANSYS FEA software: 

Modes 1, 3, 5 – X-Y plane, Mode 2 – x-z plane, Mode 4 – Twist x-y plane 

 

    The final stage of this work aimed at detecting the position of the induced defects in the 

cantilever beams through the use of the NDT technique of Digital Shearography.  To that end the 

beams were positioned vertically in a mechanical vice and were examined with a portable digital 

shearography system (see prototypes
9
).  Each beam was heated along its length, with warm air 

from a hair drier for approximately a couple of seconds.  The resulting fringe pattern showed 

immediately in dramatic fashion the location of the void underneath the skin of the composite 

material.  Figure 7 is a sample of the typical results obtained. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure  7. (a) image of the cantilever beam mounted vertically with amount of shear 

indicated by the two lines in the bottom; b, c, d, e - Shearographic phase stepped images of 

the hot air heated beam indicating the location of the defect – (b) no defect,  (c) defect  

induced at approximately the midpoint along the length,  (d) defect  near the built in end 

and (e) (phase stepped filtered) image with the defect indicated near the free end. 

 

Natural frequency motion – Mode 5 

(a)          (b)             (c)             (d)            (e) 



 

4.   Conclusions 

       The attempt to use the natural frequency of a cantilever beam as means of detecting the 

presence of a defect (void/de-lamination), between the skin and core of a sandwich composite 

yielded mixed results.  Certainly as was expected the presence of a defect affected the beam’s 

flexural stiffness and as such the natural frequency of vibration, however it was disappointing in 

that no trend could be established indicating the position of the flaw along the beam’s length.  

The use of the PVDF film as a motion/vibration sensor proved very user friendly and of course 

very inexpensive means of recording the frequency of vibration.  Attempts to predict through 

FEA the representative Young’s moduli for the composites that made up the cantilever beams 

proved inaccurate, simply because of data scatter. However the use of the PVDF film in 

establishing experimentally the representative Young’s moduli by measuring the first natural 

frequency of vibration it is felt was successful. Of course as expected the use of Digital 

shearography identified the location of the induced defects.  Perhaps the combination of the two 

techniques could well serve the purpose of signaling the presence of defects, say in an aircraft 

wing, using embedded PVDF sensors and proceeding with Digital Shearography to locate them.  
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